
Yអ្ ្ ិនកបរហែលគ តថា 
គ ្ ់ ំ ់ ឹ ់ ីរបដណកទកភល្ៀងដែលធល្ាកពលើមេឃ The heat of the sun ពរ្ះអាទ តិយ្ provides energy to make កដែលអនកហ បសទធតែជាដណក ទ កដែលគេទើបបងក the water cycle work. ឬទ ឹ ្ ូ ុ ្ ំ ់ ឹ ្រហំ តួព វីតថ្រុ ើតថ្ ី ិម ។ តែតាមព តទៅ 

ងឹទៅឧសម្ន័ 
បរិយាកាស 

The sun evaporates 
water from the oceans 
into water vapor. ទ ឹ ិ ្ ិ កណំក កកកន ងពរ ល 
This invisible vapor rises 
into the atmosphere, 

Rainfall on land flows ការធល្ាកភ់ល្ៀង where the air is colder. 
downhill as runoff, 
providing water to ចហំាយបន lakes, rivers, and 
the oceans. រ ំ ួ ី ឹហ តព ដ ី ទ ក ទះុភ្ ្ ំនភល្ើង 

The water vapor ទ ឹ ិក ន ងដើមឈើ condenses into 
clouds. រលាយទ ឹ រហំ តួ កកក Some rain soaks into វដត្ទ កឹ the ground, as infiltra-ទ កឹនៅលើដ  ី tion, and if deep 

enough, recharges 
groundwater. 

ទ ឹ  ីកនៅលើដ Volcanoes emit steam, 
which forms clouds. Water from 

lakes and rivers can ទនល្េ អព័ទន ្ ងទ កសនឹ សើម ិ ្ also seep into the 
ground. 

Water moves under-
Air currents move ground because of សតវ្ clouds all around the gravity and pressure. 
Earth. 

លហំ រូទ កឹ 
រ ំ ួ ី ឹហ តព ដ ី ទ ក 

Groundwater close to 
Water drops form in the land surface is ជមរ្ាបទ កឹ clouds, and the drops taken up by plants. ន ងិដើមឈើ មហាសមទុរ្ then fall to Earth as 
precipitation (rain ទ កឹនៅលើដ  ីand snow). 

ទ កឹឈ  ូ
Some groundwater 
seeps into rivers and 
lakes, and can flow to 
the surface as springs. 

In cold climates, 
precipitation builds ប ងឹ up as snow, ice, and 
glaciers. ជមរ្ាបទ កឹ 

Plants take up 
groundwater and 
evapotranspire, or 
evaporate, it from រ បទ ក their leaves. ជមរ្ាបទ កឹ ដើមឈើស្ ូ ឹ

Snow can melt and ជមរ្ាបទ  ឹ
become runoff, which 
flows into rivers, the កទៅករ្ោមដ  ីoceans, and into the 
ground. Some groundwater goes ល ំ ឹ  ីហ រូទ កករ្ោមដ very deep into the 

ground and stays there 
for a long time. 

អាងទ ឹ ្ ី កករោមដ 
Some ice evaporates 
directly into the air, Groundwater flows 
skipping the melting into the oceans, 
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